How Jesus "Christ" enkindles the Worst in human Beings

Chapter: 2, Part: 9
Jesus' Training of Foul Play

"Do not resist the evil" (Mt 5:39) - The credo of all
organized crimes, Mafiosi, Satan and the "Sermon
on the Mountain"!
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Ancient Roman emperor Julian (332 – 363) already featured Christians in the following way:
„You Christian sinners are like the leeches extracting the worst blood and leaving back the
cleaner one.” [i]

Now, we are going to demonstrate in detail how Lord Muck n’ schmuck is succeeding to do so.
Well, much foul play has to be perpetrated for accomplishing that reign Jesus "Christ" want
to provide for his fellow desperadoes as reported in the so-called "Apocryphon of James". So,
Jesus "Christ" has to care that the „perpetrators“ (Christian jargon: sinners) are always right and
the victims (of Christian foul play) are always wrong what he accomplishes by calling the
victims „perpetrators“ and the perpetrators „martyrs“ (semantic simulations). Lord Muck
n’ schmuck (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") has to provide that nobody of his
fellow objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu
5:31) nervously breaks down while perpetrating foul play because of objections or
even compunctions he cannot bear or that he might be blamed to be felon, murderer, barbarian
or Mafioso by Christian enemies …
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Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ“) cares much for the underhand
foul players, i.e., for the felons, worshiping him as „god“, in return! He must provide that
his fellow objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu
5:31) can talk him and themselves out of that what they really are: underhand foul players -that means: hypocrites, venomous liars, deceiver, spiteful little devils, scum of nature, in
brief: objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31).
Jesus "Christ" knows all the dodges. He knows how to tabooing that immense foul play he
is instigating his fellows for their reign and worshiping him as „god“ , in exchange. He must get
his fellow underhand foul players to perpetrate their foul play without compunctions and to
palm it off as „boon“ to the victims in order to get the latter unassailable.
Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ’s”) goal is being worshiped as „god“
by providing a foul play’s „ideology“ for those (Christians) doing that. This foul play means
that those worshiping Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ" ) as the „god“ can fool themselves
into being the „first“ ones and wage (world) war on the first so that they are regarded (reputed)
to be that what the Christian sinners really are: the „last“ ones. Christian sect succeeded
in dissemination not because Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ“) or
Satan wants to be worshiped as the god. Mainly Christian sect succeeded that much because of
the tricks Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ“) delivers:
· Canting his fellow schmucks’ (Christian sinners’) depravity,
· flinging mud of one's own at one’s adversaries and enemies (e.g. how Lord Muck n’
schmuck dragged the Pharisees’ name trough the mire),
· passing the foul play (baseness, abjection, fiendishness, defamation, crime, outrages,
mass-murder, genocides and other barbarities) resulting from the war or terror of
becoming regarded as the „first“ ones off as „boons“, „benefaction“ and as other pseudomoral gimmicks on the victims.

Because of those tricks of human and moral abyss (e.g., semantic simulation,
psychological projections, provocation crimes etc.) are not only applying to Christian sect’s
foul play but „creatively“ also to each other foul play. Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ“)
– comparably to Satan’s myth - generally stirs up foul play among human beings even
concerning matters that are not related to Christianity or even religion. Because Jesus’ trick
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of depravity can be applied to all interpersonal relationships, Christian sect disseminated
that much.
E.g., those tricks Jesus conditions his Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e.
"the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) canting their foul play can also apply by a venomous
wife on her husband, by an evil child troublemaking on its parents, by a journalist or
politician masking his foul play, flinging mud and calumny or by any other „honorable“
Mafioso camouflaging and canting his lies, deceits and crimes.
Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ“) is the best coach for underhand foul players – not only
for the Christian desperadoes. Even very general criminals can learn from Jesus "Christ“.
Aren’t there many journalists or politicians preaching „morals“, „duties“, „law and
order“, „loyalty“ etc. and meaning oil, other resources, their bank account, power or
sometimes even war? Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ“) serves them all: Each underhand
foul player, schmuck, rogue and/or depraved creature -- and at best by his easy „remission of
sins“ without asking the victims’, not to mention their consent.
E.g., in Italy there are two Mafia, generally spoken. The one is a religious one – that one of
Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ“), the other is an economic one, based in Southern Italy.
The latter one never could have had that successful without the first one. The latter one can learn
as much from the first one from Lord Muck n’ schmuck (Jesus "Christ“)!
Jesus "Christ" does not only deliver perfidious tricks how Christian swineherds can fool their
slaves for the benefit of their own but also how politician can lead astray their nations,
physicians their patients, teachers (professors) their students, a wife her husband etc. Lord Muck
n’ schmuck ‘s (Jesus Christ's") mug of monstrosity even does not only work in Christianity but
is good for each creep n’ crook, liar, deceiver, „snake of venom“, criminal, felon and other
Mafia! One cannot separate criminal tricks from Christian sect without poisoning the whole
society …
That is why we sometime speak about Christian sinners and quasi-Christian sinners.
Quasi-Christians are folks as depraved as Christian ones that do not confess Jesus
"Christ“. However, quasi-Christian fool players are the cesspool Christian desperadoes
recruiting their fellow objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing
a physician" (Lu 5:31) because without depravity there is no Christian swineherds' sect.
Without depravity Christian swineherds' sect would die. Without schmucks, there would be
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no Lord Muck and Schmuck and hardly the those objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.
e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) could live their depravity to the utmost as they
are doing now.
Now, we want to produce evidence that those „moral“ hypes of Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) the Christian foul mouths are used to praising all over,
are nothing but hypocrisy and mendacity that have become a matter of course for him and
his fellow schmucks, i.e. turn out to be „honor“ among thieves or rogues’ „morals“.
The concern of other religions – as far one can call Christian sect a religion – it is about
prevention of foul play (Christian jargon: „sins“). This mainly is performed by commandments
as basic rules of interpersonal relationship. They are equally applied to everybody and
prevent iniquities and unfairness because they are applied to everybody.
For Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (sorcerer name: Jesus "Christ" ) it is not about prevention of foul
play („sins“) but to achieve the reign of his fellow schmucks (Christian) and consequently
to provided easy „remission“ of foul play (Christian jargon: „sins“) that are resulting from
those efforts of enslaving individuals to the Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.
e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31): I.e., how those, who break the rules (commandments
or laws) - usually are called criminals - have the least disadvantages for their criminal behavior,
so that in the end foul play does not damage or harm the Christian perpetrators but pays. That
is why Christian sect is very about easy relief of a guilty conscience by cheap „remission of
sins“. Thus, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Lord schmuck or Jesus "Christ“) complies with the desires
of underhand foul players, felons and barbarians.
Christian swineherds may reign and he (Jesus "Christ“) is worshiped as the „god“. In order
to achieve that reign much foul play (fiendishness, perfidy, defamation, crimes, felons,
outrages and abominations) is to perform. One cannot instigate the fellow
objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) to
perpetrate that without easy remission of sins.
That is the business of Jesus and of the Christian desperadoes. Jesus instigates the Christians to
foul play and provides easy remission. The result shall be his fellow schmucks’ reigning on the
one hand, and that he is worshiped as „god“, on the other. Thus it becomes inevitable to get
the fellow schmucks (Christians) committing the necessary foul play (crimes) for getting
the desired reign.
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That means, while other religions care for avoiding and preventing foul play (Christian
jargon: „sins“) Jesus "Christ" or Christian sect does not do so, at all but even instigates to
commit foul play, barbarities and abomination for the benefit of his, respectively its own.
Death penalty convict Jesus "Christ" is only concerned how to provide „remission of
foul play“ (Christian jargon: „sins“) at the easiest. This he „promises“, provided, do not
forget: provided that one worships him as „god“, in exchange. Moreover, worshiping him as
the „god“ in return is the only condition for that:

Mr 16:16 NRSV
16 The one who believes and is baptized will be saved; but the one who does not believe will
be condemned.

Humiliation of becoming slave to unscrupulous and perfidious Christian schmuck of
priests (slaveholders), i.e., joining Christian sect for foul play that is called „right belief“
besides baptism, is the only feature of being selected by Satan, pardon, „god“! More over, thus it
is instigated to foul play, outrages and atrocities on competitive sects and religions that means
to foul play and outrages on human right of freedom of speech and freedom of religion.
Already the last mentioned quotation sufficiently debunks Christian sect as an organized crime
of barbarians because hereby:
1. Equality of all human beings in the eyes of the laws or commandments and
2. all morals are annihilated.
Human beings have to be measured by good interpersonal behavior, regardless their religion
or philosophical views, except it is about an organized crime disguised as religion. Instead
of „morals“, good interpersonal behavior of an individual, now unscrupulous benefit
(selfishness) of a sect and foul play resulting from that, are imposed as („moral“) standards (on
a Christianly enslaved society). Instead of morals, a Christianly enslaved society only torments
its subjects worshiping the instigator of the Planet’s most organized crime as the „god“.
Nothing more counts and everything else is just a fake. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian
jargon: Jesus "Christ“) is doing that what he says Satan is used to doing:
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Mt 4:8-9 NRSV
8 Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world and
their splendor;
9 and he said to him, "All these I will give you, if you will fall down and worship me.

Falling down, cringing before Satan, pardon, Jesus "Christ" and worshiping him as the „god“ that
is the particular feature of a foul play sect. Those are the „glad tidings“ of death penalty
convict Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ“). According to juridical
and philosophical standards it is about a felons’ sect and according to religious standards,
even those ones of Jesus "Christ" it is about a Satan’s sect. Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (conjurer
name: Jesus "Christ“) complies with the commandments of Satan (only worshiping him
and nothing else counts). That is the „love“ Satan and his Christ, Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Satan name: Jesus "Christ“) „love“ human beings …!
By reversal conclusion the allegation of „eternal bliss“ by „right faith“, the individuals shall
and can be forced to that „eternal bliss“ so that human beings can be coerced to join this sect
by structural or even open violence. This Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon Jesus
"Christ“) also says in his „parable of the great dinner“:

Lu 14:23 NRSV
23 Then the master said to the slave, ‘Go out into the roads and lanes, and compel people to come in
(my sect), so that my house (sect) may be filled.

This is the direct instigation to violence by Jesus "Christ" of death penalty convict Yehoshuaben-Pandera (Christian jargon: "innocent lamb of god")... Here Latin Vulgate Bible translates by
the word “conpelle”. This corresponds to the English word “compel”. This means that here is
no mistake of translation. Violence und hereby crimes (foul play) directly are, respectively,
is ordered by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus “Christ”)! Slipslops about a
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"non-violent" and even "peaceful" Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") are
that funny that one can deem them to be silly jokes.
In other words: For Jesus and the Christian sect it is about how to perpetrate one’s foul play and
to get rid of one’s guilty conscience, i.e. how to save one’s rotten teeth but to get rid of
one’s toothache. For the latter one, the heinous „sermon on the mountain“ works, in
particular! This „sermon“ is quite the reverse of that what the Christian sinners are used
to bragging about.
Those abominable wars the Christian foul players waged on one another about the question
how one can become justified onto god, e.g. from 1618 – 1648 C.E. in Europe, are instigated
by Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ“) himself. Obviously the bloods of
the Christians freeze in their veins indeed being partisan of a foul play (criminals’) sect on the
one hand and conceited Satan’s, pardon, „god’s darlings“, on the other.
Why is Christian sect even a felons’ sect?
Sects that does not prevent foul play but promote it firstly by ordering it and secondly by easy
and feigned „remission of sins“ is a felons’ sect, a sect of the scum of humankind. Being
primarily concerned how to relieve a guilty conscience - that is the business of
underhand hangmen's sect. Fiendishness, baseness, abjection, crimes, felonies, outrages,
atrocities and abominations are the consequences of foul play. Jesus "Christ" and Christian
foul players are only interested in how to get rid of their bad conscience resulting from their
foul play and thus promote and aid that evil. Hereby, Christian sect becomes the best promotion
of foul play.
For instance, Muhammad cares about rules of interpersonal relationship and in the Koran
achieves the fundamentals of a law system that partially even is much specified. Prophet Moses
of Judaism evenly does so.
Moses brings the Ten Commandments to us, on which nobody more but Yehoshua-benPandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ") and Christian objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy,
i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31) are used to trampling. Due to a trainer of foul play,
its reverse, i.e., trampling on the Ten Commandments by feigned compliance with them in order
to get the Christian sinners’ foul play and all the resulting crimes, outrages and
barbarities unassailable, fakes everything. Below, we will enumerate the offences of Yehoshua
on the Ten Commandments.
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Yehoshua-Ben-Pandera’s (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) training of foul play conditions
the scum of humankind always to claim that what is to object to this (Christian) organized
crime, already in advance. That is why in Christianity its moral reverse feigns everything.
Jesus says: Before one wants to plunder somebody’s house, one has to fetter the house owner
(see Mt 12:29, Mr 3:27). The victim of Christian foul play always has to be unable to defend himself.
Moses’ Ten Commandments represent basic rules of a flourishing social together of human
beings. Whoever could object to the commandment that one shall not murder, crib or that one
shall honor one’s father etc.? Those are rules of reasonable and social interpersonal relationship.
One of the particular concern of religions is to prevent foul play but the one of Jesus "Christ’s”
and the objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)
is forgiveness of foul play (Christian jargon: sins) and hence support and promotion of foul
play (Christian jargon: sins). That is why one cannot lump all religions together.
In that way already German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 -1900) expressed himself. [ii]
There is no noteworthy sect but Christianity having relief of a guilty conscience as its most
concern. That is what Christian underhand foul players do when vomiting „vicarious
atonement“ by Jesus "Christ" as „lamb of god on the cross“. That is what makes Christian sect as
a sect of foul play (felons’ sect). However, that is neither to apply to Buddhism, Hinduism,
Judaism or Islam.
Christian sinners are used to making it too easy for themselves when giving the impression
that debunking their sect is only due to ill will and performed unfairly. I cannot but repeat
once more that Christian sect is the most organized crime of history of humankind that wants
to become, viz, provides the sheep's clothing for itself as ravenous wolf by appearing in
religious and moral disguise. The goal of this crime is how to enslave fellow human beings
to oneself and to fleece them as much as possible for the benefit of one’s own.
Catholics even have to cringe on their slaveholders’ kneel, e.g. to prostrate before bishopterrorists kissing the ring of those skunks, going into the toilet of theirs (Christian
jargon: „confessional“) to crap their foul mouth and foul play (Christian jargon: sins), there.
In many Christianly conditioned countries, the money for those underhand foul players directly
is reduced from the slave’s payment of salary or even directly transferred from the state.
No wonder, that Christian sect tries to make it’s living by psycho-terror and terror
threatening everybody rejecting this foul play and humankind most organized crime by
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bogies like, for instance, „hell“, „eternal punishment“ and others specters the brain of those
nerds n’ jerks, mugs n’ nuts can contrive. Those underhand foul players even do not shrink
from burning their opponents even while being alive and feigning to „love“ them. The
topmost felon and death penalty convict Jesus "Christ" enables everything evil by his
easy remission of „sins“ … Foul play without compunctions that is what Jesus "Christ" trains
his fellow Christian underhand foul players!
Religion is not necessarily a felons’ sect. However, each Christian denomination is one, whatever
it desires to be called.
In chapter 5 of this treatise ( e502) we provide evidence that Yehoshua-ben-Pandera
(Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) is trampling on the „Ten Commandments“ of Moses while
not knowing if he wants to comply with them or to free of those rules of flourishing
interpersonal relationship. By his sheep’s clothing, he wants to feign to comply with the
Ten Commandments and the Bible’s laws and by his hidden true face of a foul player; he wants
to get rid of all commandments, rules and laws. No criminal wants to be restraint by them and
that is why criminals are used to breaking them what make a criminal a criminal.

· The (first) commandment that prohibits to associate another person to god, is obstructed by
Jesus "Christ" and the Christian bastards n’ dastards by putting a fellow of their own (a
death penalty convict that is a curse to god, see De 21:23) and another fantasy („holy spirit“) to
the „god“. The death penalty convict that is under god's curse more over shall deprive the
almighty god of his power until this Christian felon (Jesus "Christ" ) has established the
universe according to Christian schmucks’ n’ thugs’ grudge, hatred and vengeance. Then,
the Christian slobs n’ flops generously will allow god to be god if he (god) changes to be like
Satan or a Christian (see: 1Co 15:24, 1Co. 15:28). According to Christian desperadoes’ slogan:
our faith shifts mountains (and the truths anyway! -see: Mt 17:20), it is alleged that three „gods“
are one „god“ as they likewise alleged that lies are „truths“, Satan „god“, hatred „love“
etc. (Finally, the first commandment does not contest that Satan consists of a club of three! So,
do not blame the Christian foul mouths and their death penalty convict violating
god’s commandments …).
· The commandment of honoring one’s father and mother is obstructed and opposed by
Jesus "Christ’s” instigation of hatred on one’s father and mother and other closest relatives (see
Lu 14:26). By the way, because of the death penalty convict’s instigation of hatred on one’s
father and mother the Jews already had been allowed to execute Christian sect topmost
hoodlum that is lifted up to Christian buffers n’ duffers’ „god“ (see: Ex 21:17). More over,
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this proves the felons’ coach’s (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ’s) and the Christian slobs’ n’
hogs’ allegations on the Jews that the latter always strove for killing Jesus as blatant lies, i.e.
as venom very, very typical of Christian. The Jews could have killed that felon (Jesus "Christ“)
for many transgressions of the laws he faked to fulfill. Whoever could feel pity for a death
penalty convict that is executed because of instigating hatred on one’s father and mother? It
would had been an easy „game“ for the Jews to execute him because having
demonstrably instigated to hatred on one’s parents and children if they would have wanted to
get rid of him as befouling Christian foul mouths impute them allegedly having intended.

· The commandments a) of Sabbath’s rest, b) of not cribbing and c) of respecting other
one’s property, the Christian felons’ coach (Jesus "Christ" ) obstructs and annihilates by
killing three birds with one stone, indeed by cribbing the heads of grains of other folks’ fields
(see: Mt 12:1). The law of god delivered by prophet Mose does not allow that to choose another
day as holiday than Sabbath! According to the law of Mose, this disrespect already
justifies execution. As already mentioned, this „innocent lamb“ even trains his accomplices how
to plunder a homeowner, „at best“ (see: Mt 12:29, Mr 3:27, The Gospel of Thomas, logion 34).
What a felons’ coach!
· The commandment that one shall not kill somebody Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian
jargon: Jesus "Christ" ) does not only obstruct and violate by instigating others to murder but
also by murdering innocent little children of prophetess rival Jezebel (Re 2:23).

No wonder that Felons’ coach Yehoshua-ben-Pandera (Christian jargon: Jesus "Christ“)
is worshiped as „god“ by that moral scum of the world.
· Don’t the Christian sinners tell the whole world about the alleged „suffering of Jesus "Christ"
on the cross“ for „vicarious atonement“?
· Don’t they pass that lie and deception off as the most important message of their religious
Mafia? Hence:
· Don’t they lead astray the world by the concoction that their foul play already is forgiven
before fiendishness, denunciation, crimes, outrages, arson, atrocities and other barbarities etc.
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are perpetrated, provided that one worships Satan, Pardon, Jesus "Christ" as „god“?
Each remission of foul play („sins“) without the concerned victims’ consent is incompetent
and void and otherwise promotion and thus aiding of foul play and felons. Transgressions and
foul play can be committed much easier if the perpetrator has not to look in the eyes of his
victims and to ask them for forgiveness. Christian sect’s feigned „remission of sins“ is support
and aiding, yes even instigation for perpetrations of foul play. In Christian sects the
upper objectifications (incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu
5:31) forgive the foul play (Christian jargon: "sins") to the inferior objectifications of perfidy, in
fact without the victims consent. It is just a matter among Christian objectifications
(incarnations) of perfidy, i.e. "the sick needing a physician" (Lu 5:31)! The victims are
completely excluded from any condoning. Such Christian „remissions“ shall only serve the relief
of a guilty conscience so that the Christian slaves are able to keep up their foul play and do
not crumble up while committing their foul play. Those Christian „remissions of sins“ are just
pep talks for brutes in a human shape.
Considering that „sins“ allegedly are forgiven even before they are hatched up, nobody can
deny that Satan, pardon, (his) Christ is doing his utmost for foul play and felons, provided he
is worshiped as the „god“ … Whoever knows better the desires and needs of underhand
foul players, desperadoes and other criminals than a death penalty convict?
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Annotations:
[i] Julian, quoted according to the German edition of Kurt Eggers, der Kaiser der Römer gegen den König der Juden – Aus
den Schriften Julians, des Abtrünnigen, Berlin 1941, p. 42 German text translated into English by my own: „ Euch Christen geht
es jetzt wie den Blutegeln, die das schlechteste Blut herausziehen und das reinere zurücklassen.“

[ii] Nietzsche: " In my condemnation of Christianity I surely hope I do no injustice to a related religion with an even larger number
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of believers: I allude to Buddhism. “ (Nietzsche, Antichrist § 20). Oder: " War to the knife with Rome! Peace and friendship with
Islam!": this was the feeling, this was the act, of that great free spirit, that genius among German emperors, Frederick II. What! must
a German first be a genius, a free spirit, before he can feel decently? " (Nietzsche, Antichrist § 60).
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